A set of xed boundary weights for both the critical dense and dilute A L face models is constructed from the known boundary weights of the related loop model. The surface operator content and the conformal partition functions then follow from the results obtained via the Bethe equations.
Introduction
The remarkable interplay between critical systems and the symmetries of conformal and modular invariance has been well illustrated by direct calculations on exactly solved models 1{3]. One well known family of such are the critical A-D-E models which are built from the Dynkin diagrams of the simply laced A-D-E Lie algebras 4]. These models can all be mapped onto an underlying loop model 4, 5] . Another family of critical models, the dilute A-D-E lattice models 6{8], can be mapped onto the dilute O(n) loop model 9, 10] . The bulk operator content and the modular invariant partition functions of these models are now well understood (see, e.g., 11]). However, the situation is not so clear for the surface operator content, at least from the perspective of exactly solved models.
The particular geometry of interest here is that shown in Fig. 1 . We con ne our attention to the A L models. To distinguish between the two families, we refer to them as the dense A L and the dilute A L models, the nomenclature arising naturally from the corresponding loop models. 
Loop models
To obtain a set of integrable boundary weights for the face models we consider the corresponding loop models, which have been solved in the open geometry of Fig. 1 13,14] . The partition function of the dense O(n) loop model on the dashed lattice of Fig. 1 is de ned by 12 n P ; (1.8) where the bulk weights 8 and 9 are given in (1.2). The sum is over all con gurations G of non-intersecting closed loops covering all lattice bonds.
The two possible loop con gurations at a vertex are numbers 8 and 9 in There is one set for = 0, the other for = 2 .
Note that just as there is a loop formulation of the Yang-Baxter equation, ensuring integrability of the loop model in the bulk 15], there is also a loop formulation of the re ection equations, ensuring integrability at a boundary 16]. Rather than seeking explicit solutions of these equations our approach here is via the loop-to-face correspondence.
2 Boundary face weights and exact solutions Here f 1 is the bulk free energy, f are surface free energies and is a geometric factor. The rest of the eigenspectrum scales as We con rm numerically that the eigenspectrum of the face model is exactly equivalent to the eigenspectrum of the loop model with the above restriction. However, the equivalence is not one-to-one, as the degeneracies di er. For example, the largest eigenvalue is L-fold degenerate in the face model. There are eigenstates in the` `m ax sectors of the loop model which are not eigenstates of the face model. However, these are precisely the same eigenvalues which appear in the sectors with`>`m ax . As a result the surface operator content of the face model can be inferred from the known results for the loop model. (3.5) x`= 1;1+2`;`= 1; : : : ; b 1 2 (h ? 2)c: (1 ? q n ):
The rst few integer co-e cients d n ( r;s ) are tabulated in, e.g. , 3] . From the face model eigenspectra we see that the rst few modular invariant partition functions for the xed boundaries under consideration are h = 4; Z = 3 1;1 + 3 1;3 ; h = 5; Z = 4 1;1 + 6 1;3 ; (3.9) h = 6; Z = 5 1;1 + 9 1;3 + 5 1;5 :
We can add h = 3; Z = 2 1;1 20] to begin this list. These relations de ne the asymptotic degeneracies of the eigenspectrum. . This is the so-called honeycomb limit of relevance to the surface critical behaviour of self-avoiding random walks 29, 26, 27, 30] . It is straightforward to extend these calculations to the wider range 0 < u < 3 . Indeed, the central charge and scaling dimensions are independent of the spectral parameter u. The central charge is c = 1 ? 6(g ? 1) 2 =g; again from which the general pattern is readily apparent.
Conclusion
A set of particular xed boundary weights has been constructed for both the dense and dilute A L face models from the boundary weights of the related loop model. The transfer matrix eigenspectra of the face models is seen to agree with that of the loop models under restriction of the parameter`. The surface operator content and the conformal partition functions then follow from the results obtained via the Bethe equations for the loop models. It will be particularly worthwhile to generalise these Bethe solutions in terms of the elliptic #-functions of the o -critical A L models, as was done originally in the bulk 12,32]. inspirational guidance. Among other things, he taught me to take my rst steps on the ice. This manuscript has bene ted from helpful discussions with Katherine Seaton, Ole Warnaar and Yu-kui Zhou.
